The Northern Wei dynasty was established by the tribe of Xianbei, a non-Chinese (i.e., non-Han) nomadic people who conquered and controlled Northern China from 386 to 534 A.D. In the first half of its dynastic rule, the Xianbei aristocracy, including the royal house of Tuoba, seems to have been hostile to Chinese culture and resisted the life style encoded in the Confucian tradition.3 Later, and especially during the reign of Emperor Xiaowen (471-77), the ruling class of the Northern Wei began to encourage the gradual assimilation of Chinese customs. However, since this change in policy was meant to reduce tension between the conquered Han-Chinese and the Xianbei in order to strengthen the latter's rule, rather than to endorse the legitimacy of Chinese culture, it seems hardly con- One can of course argue that even though the Mulan poem originated in a non-Chinese state, it could have been the creation of the Han-Chinese there, and that they invested in it their admiration for a Chinese woman whose heroic deeds were sustained by traditional Chinese values. The problem this hypothesis immediately faces, however, is how convincingly to verify Mulan's ethnicity. As with most legends of remote antiquity, it is fruitless to try to pinpoint Mulan's ethnic origin. Moreover, the image of Mulan, as a Chinese scholar has noted, is "unprecedented in the classical poetry of our country" (Wang Rubi 41). Her major characteristics-valor, fighting skills, and resourcefulness in military affairs -align her with the images of Northern horsewomen in other yuefu poems of the same period, such as the famous "Li Bo xiaomei ge" (The Song of Li Bo's Younger Sister) and "Ziliu ma" (The Black-Tailed Red Horse). Alien to the ideal of a gentle and graceful lady celebrated in the Confucian literary tradition of Shi jing (The Book of Poems), these poeticized images of horsewomen reflect the cultural values shared by all the ethnic groups, and the Xianbei in particular, that were then living in war-torn Northern China. In this shared value system, accomplishments in military disciplines are seen as an important part of an individual's life, whether that individual is a man or a woman. Indeed, among the Northern females portrayed in yuefu poems, Mulan perhaps best epitomizes this shared value system, because she takes up her father's sword against invaders. Such a literary character could come into being only in a specific social locale and at a special historical moment when the official Chinese ideology-namely Confucianism-had lost its sway and, in its stead, new values were being formed as a result of tremendous social changes and ethnic interactions. In other words, the genesis of the Mulan poem was actually due to the absence of Confucian influence rather than to a desire to celebrate Confucian values.
However, by praising a young person's dedication to the family and her determination to protect an aging father, the Mulan poem certainly affirms behaviors and values that Confucianism could easily appropriate. Thus, it is not surprising that efforts to Confucianize the story of Mulan began to appear during the Tang dynasty (618-907), which was a transitional stage for the development of Confucianism, whether as a form of learning, a moral philosophy, or a political orthodoxy. After almost four centuries during which the ideological hegemony of Confucianism had lost the authority it had enjoyed during the Han dynasty, Confucianism began to reassert its influence in all aspects of social life in the Divinity. Putting Mulan on the side of the divine order and pitting her against the forces of chaos and destruction makes her accomplishments not only more commendable in a moral sense, but also more "politically correct" from Zhang's point of view.
The other significant invention in Zhang's novel is Mulan's sacrifice of her marriage for the cause of the emperor. During her military adventures, Mulan unexpectedly meets a young woman named Lu Wanhua. Because Wanhua is a strategically important person from the enemy camp, and because her surrender would therefore tremendously undermine the force of the rebels and help the imperial army achieve a decisive victory, Mulan tries to win over this woman by offering her a happy and secure future. In order to do this, Mulan promises that she will arrange for Wanhua and herself to marry the same man, a distinguished imperial official to whom Mulan has been betrothed. What's more, Mulan even says that she will let Wanhua be the first wife and will accept for herself the inferior position of second wife. Mulan's promise is an extremely unusual sacrifice, because in the hierarchical society of pre-modern China, a society in which a person's mingfen or social status is more important than the person's life, a "second" wife is no more than a concubine. Events unfold according to Mulan's plan: after the rebels are wiped out, the emperor issues an order allowing the two women to marry the same man. In addition to loyalty and filiality, the doctrine of chastity and its implied expectation of female martyrdom also constitute a major theme in Ming and Qing revisions of the Mulan tale. Representative of this type of reconfiguration is Zhongxiaoyonglie qinu zhuan (The Legendary Story of a Girl Who Is Loyal, Filial, Heroic, and Chaste), written after 1732 by an anonymous writer. This novel is the most radical revision of the Mulan tale to date; it is perhaps also the most successful, because it remains today the most popular prose account of Mulan's accomplishments.9 For one thing, the novel completely Siniticizes the Mulan legend by asserting that the creator of the original Mulan poem, to which the novel is indebted, was the renowned Chinese general LiJing of the Tang dynasty (571-649). Moreover, in the novel, Mulan is given a more recognizable Chinese surname "Zhu" and is said to be born in the southern province Huguang (the present Hubei Province). This Mulan is thus no longer a Northern girl with obscure ethnic origins, but a Han-Chinese woman. Even the emperor whom Mulan serves is no longer the khan of the "barbarian" Xianbei, but Emperor Taizong (627-49) of the Tang dynasty, the paragon of imperial wisdom and benevolence in orthodox Chinese historiography.
Here, Mulan is born into a family with a long tradition of devotion to Confucianism. "Starting her formal education at five and learning the Thirteen [Confucian] Classics by heart" (162), this Mulan believes that loyalty to the state and filial duty are identical, that the state and the family, with their shared interests incarnated in the monarch, cannot be separated, and that a virtuous person should therefore have no other goal than total dedication to imperial service. Accord-9 The novel was reprinted several times during the 1990s alone. It is also the only prose version of the Mulan tale available for free reading and downloading at major Chinese book sites on the Internet, such as: <www.shulu.net>, <www.shuku.net:8080>, and <www.cnread.net>. ingly, when the need arises to save the country from foreign invasion and to rescue her family from the disgrace that results from her father's inability to serve in the army, Mulan willingly embraces her duty by taking her father's place in the army.
Ironically, the Confucian education that empowers Mulan also leads to her death. Mulan's parents die while she is at the front, and after returning home, Mulan vows to take care of her parents' tombs for the rest of her life, declining the emperor's invitation to serve at the imperial court."' Mulan's refusal to return to the capital triggers a scandal, and, given the emperor's repeated summons, she confronts an apparently unsolvable dilemma: if Mulan obeys the emperor, she will break her filial vow; if, on the other hand, she fulfills her filial obligation, she will violate the rule of absolute loyalty to the emperor required of all subjects. With no way out, Mulan kills herself and requests that her body be buried by her parents' tombs and her heart be taken to the emperor by the imperial envoy. The message this pathetic ending conveys is that only in death can the "Confucian" Mulan preserve her integrity as an obedient daughter, loyal subject, and chaste virgin.
II
Mulan's wretched fate within the revisionist discourse of Confucianism gives Kingston's project of resurrecting the girl a moral justification, even though Kingston might not be aware of the historical transformation of the legend in the Chinese tradition. Her source for the legend was her mother's Cantonese "chants." As Kingston recalls, she "learned to talk" by repeating these chants, which as a child she imagined were somehow connected with her parents' life in a Chinese village!' In other words, the legend was part of the ethnic upbringing that impacted young Kingston's intellectual growth and fostered an unconscious attachment to the ancestral land. Yet Kingston's own version of the Mulan tale incorporates a variety of additional elements as well as years of rethinking. Forming the bulk of the "White Tigers" chapter in her novel, the Mulan story is in fact the author's strategy to negotiate her Chinese heritage. For a Chinese American, China and Chinese culture always impose memories that must either be rejected or reclaimed in order to achieve a sense of origin that is essential to establishing a compelling connection between Chinese and American identities. Kingston's revision serves such a purpose by reconstructing Chinese history, the dynamics of which, in Kingston's conception, has often derived from female power. Accordingly, the Mulan story in The Woman Warrior involves two narratives: a personal narrative relating the narrator's quest for her true self, and a national narrative delineating how a revolution leads to the founding of a "new" China. On the surface, this structure is designed to give Mulan's life a sort of authenticity by placing her actions in a specific historical context. Underlying the structure, however, is the author's endeavor to explore the possibility that the female subject's search for individual salvation can be reconciled with her expected contribution to national redemption. As a Chinese American who had never been to China before she wrote The Woman Warrior, Kingston's creative imagination had to rely on mediated information coded with fixed, and often conflicting, views about Chinese history. Because these source materials do not allow a consistent space for an idealized female subjectivity, as Kingston's Mulan story develops, the personal narrative is gradually subordinated to the national narrative, and the individual heroine increasingly becomes simply the instrument for fashioning a "new" Chinese nationhood.
The centerpiece of the personal narrative is a search for self-salvation that comes as a reaction to the terrifying death of the nameless Chinese aunt in the preceding story told by the narrator's mother. To escape from the fate of growing up a "slave-wife," the fate of the majority of women in feudal China, the narrator wants to become a woman warrior capable of protecting and controlling her own life. The quest starts at a fantastic moment when the voice of young Maxine merges with Mulan's account of a journey into the mountains initiated by the call of a mysterious bird. In the eyes of Mulan, the flying bird with "two black wings" ideographically signifies ren or "human" (WW 20). This detail suggests the romantic notion that only nature, the realm free from the corruption of culture and history, can provide Mulan with enlightenment about her humanity and womanhood. In the mountains, Mulan encounters two old martial artists who offer to be her teachers. But their curriculum concentrates not so much on fighting skills as on the secrets of nature. Using nature as the proto-text of truth, the old couple teaches Mulan to gain first-hand knowledge about life from animals and birds. Mulan's fifteen years of training in the wilderness not only permit her to understand her body and mind intimately, but also teach her how to utilize her physical strength and creative intelligence as part of the natural order of things.
The depiction of Mulan's experience in the wilderness, which forms one of the most poetic portions of the book, is highly original, full of enchanting images that testify to Kingston's unusual imaginative power. Indeed, it establishes the surrealistic tone that characterizes the overall style of The Woman Warrior, a style constructed largely from fragments of traditional Chinatown literature (notably martial arts fiction), ghost stories, myth, and kungfu movies. In Kingston's hands these narrative sub-genres, which are often marginalized in the Chinese literary tradition, become illuminating strategies to sustain a story that generates meaning allegorically. It is largely through such a stylistic choice that Kingston establishes her own voice as something more than that of a mere re-teller of old stories.
Mulan's fast-paced drama in the mountains is presented to the audience by the first-person narrator. To assign Mulan the role of authoring her own story is a significant revision of traditional representations of Mulan and resonates with the familiar feminist model of relating authorship to authority. Previous revisions of the Mulan narrative in the Chinese tradition are always dominated by a third-person narrator speaking from a pointedly male perspective. Even in the original poem from Guo Maoqian's anthology, Mulan's utterances, which account for about one third of the poem, are frequently interrupted by indirect speeches that suggest the presence of a male interpolator. Kingston's is the first work that allows Mulan to speak directly to the audience without allowing a male mediator to superimpose his desires on her thoughts and actions. It is not until the second half of the Mulan story that the "I" gradually becomes "we," a shift that transforms Mulan into a voice of the Chinese masses. The eventual assimilation of Mulan's individual voice into the chorus of her people signals the story's departure from self-possessive feminism.
Even during the time when she is fully preoccupied with her self-development, there are already signs that Mulan is bound to transcend self-assertion. One day near the end of her "survival test," Mulan witnesses her two masters turn into angels and dance in a manner that seems to impart some truth to her:
Then the dancers danced the future-a machine-future-in clothes I had never seen before. I am watching the centuries pass in moment because suddenly I understand time, which is spinning and fixed like the North Star. And I understand how working and hoeing are dancing; how peasant clothes are golden, as king's clothes; how one of the dancers is always a man and the other a woman.
(WW27)
The sudden revelation about a cosmically inherent equality between different classes, as well as between man and woman, marks a turning moment in Mulan's life. Afterward, as her training moves into the second phase, she apparently receives more instruction on social subjects than on skills necessary for survival and warfare. Most importantly, her masters endow her with an "outlook" symbolized by the magic gourd. Through this magic device, Mulan comes to see that, because girls and boys like herself inevitably become slaves to the rich, the only solution is to wipe out these wicked "fat men" or barons. The two masters also tell Mulan that she should not avenge only her own family, "but whole families" (WW32).
Her personal story becomes a national allegory when Mulan, now back in her village, joins the peasant uprising. For one thing, Mulan's new commitment undermines her earlier quest, since she must give up her claim to full womanhood by disguising her true identity under male clothes, personal compromise that she has to make for the sake of a public cause. As if to compensate for what she has lost, however, Mulan can now partake of the power and glory traditionally attributed only to male heroes in Chinese history, and in particular to Yue Fei (WW 34-35) and Guan Gong (Kingston's Kuan Kung, WW 38). Mulan thus exchanges her individuality for a place in a collective myth of heroism and patriotism.
In this new capacity, Mulan succeeds in staging a national drama of revolution and acts as the spokesperson for all the participants. The strength and insights with which Mulan leads the uprising come from a racial recollection of historical necessities rather than private perceptions. As she observes on her northbound military campaign, "We were better equipped than many founders of dynasties had been when they walked north to dethrone an emperor; they had been peasants like us" (WW 36-37). The idea that rulers of previous empires had been ordinary persons before they seized power is Kingston's contribution to the development of the Mulan legend; it denies feudal rulers a "divine right" to the throne and holds them responsible for social disruption. This political perspective gives Mulan's public actions an ideological cogency that reflects the patterns of dynastic change in Chinese history. Her story thus also posits a historical determinism that views social changes as historical repetitions of the unified will of the people. This explains why the only change Mulan implements on behalf of "the Chinese population" after she takes over Peiping (Beijing) is to replace the old tyrant with a new peasant-emperor, to whom the masses immediately swear allegiance:
The depth and width of joy were exactly known to me: the Chinese population. After much hardship a few of our millions had arrived together at the capital. We faced our emperor personally. We beheaded him, cleaned out the palace, and inaugurated the peasant who would begin the new order. In his rags, he sat on the throne facing the south, and we, a great red crowd, bowed to him three times. (WW42) A new empire is born; like all previous dynasties, the calendar of the new dynasty also starts from "year one;' symbolically setting time back again to its beginning. After one more battle, Mulan formally declares to her people that the "new year" of the nation begins (WW 45). Yet one has to wonder what exactly is "new" about this nation, since its establishment simply repeats an age-old pattern of dynastic replacement and retains an equally old system of imperial dictatorship.
The historical specificities surrounding Mulan's rebellion deserve special attention, since Kingston's Mulan story has often been denied any claim to historical authenticity, even by her admirers. Indeed, Kingston's historical reconstruction of China in the Mulan story is characteristic of a second-generation Chinese American, whose knowledge of China comes from a variety of sources that typically mingle historical fact with hearsay. These sources include memories of firstgeneration immigrants, Chinatown culture, letters from relatives back in China, and English publications during the 1960s and 1970s reflecting views about China from both the left and the right. These sources provide only historical fragments, which then must be placed into a historical scheme that is coherent and understandable. In the scheme that Kingston chooses, Chinese history is reduced to a cycle of class struggles manifested in peasant uprisings. Two historical moments are particularly relevant to her reconstruction. One is the uprising described in the classical Chinese novel Shuihu zhuan (Water Margin), from which she derives the title "White Tigers."12 The other is the Communist revolution led by Mao Zedong. Both are very familiar to the Chinese people and to readers of Chinese literature and history. In Kingston's reconstruction, Mao's revolution seems to be the more important of the two. Mao appears twice in The Woman Warrior. On one occasion "Chairman Mao" is described as a ruler who tries "to make the Chinese care for people outside the family" (WW 16); on the other occasion, he is said to be engaged in "freeing women from prison" (WW190). To a large extent, the peasant-emperor that Mulan crowns in Beijing is modeled-in a comical manner-on a Mao whom 12 This overwhelming sense of historical uncertainty has a profound impact on the new Chinese nation that Kingston reconstructs in her fictional world and on the Chinese female subjectivity that she places in that imagined space. The way in which Mulan and the rebellion are described not only reveals that contradiction, but also indicates the author's attempt to reconcile her contradictory views of Communist China and its historical possibilities. On the one hand, Mulan's uprising is portrayed as the unavoidable result of rampant social corruption, as a revolution that manages to accomplish much of its agenda by restoring social order and the rule ofjustice, at least temporarily. On the other hand, the uprising does not really change substantially the socio-political system that caused the uprising in the first place. With the reinstating of the new emperor, Mulan's armed rebellion only serves to renew the old system, and thus helps to maintain the continuity of a Chinese empire that is the root cause of the social problems she addresses. Ironically, Mulan's knowledge that dynastic changes have occurred over and over again in Chinese history both strengthens her rebellious spirit by giving her a strong sense of legitimacy and confidence in eventual triumph and reduces her endeavors to rebuilding the empire according to century-old patterns.
The historical force that turns a revolution into a restoration does not permit the pursuit of the individual interests that had constituted the initial driving force for the revolution. This is particularly true in the case of the "woman warrior," whose life as a fighter ends as soon as the empire is restored. It is not surprising that Mulan is unable to find a position for herself in the new power structure, even though she has "mothered" its rebirth; nor is there evidence that the new emperor will give her such a position. The deeply entrenched patriarchal system of this "new" nation, feudalist or Communist, is far from ready to let the female fighter share political power. Consequently, when the war is over, Mulan has no place to go except the traditional role expected of all Chinese women-namely, the role of a "dutiful" wife and a "filial" daughter. When she comes back home, Mulan kneels "at the feet" of her parents-in-law and assures them that, since her "public duties are finished," she will stay home "doing more farmwork and housework, and giving [them] more sons" (WW 45). Now an amazingly submissive, selfeffacing woman, Mulan finds herself thoroughly content with being the national model of "perfect filiality" (WW 45). Moreover, it is important to note that in a culture historically characterized both by gender bias in favor of male inheritance and by the demand for absolute obedience to patriarchal authority, Mulan's promise to produce "more sons" and to maintain "perfect filiality" is by no means a happy return to domesticity, but rather a bitter reconciliation with the sociopolitical system from which she tried to run away years ago when summoned by the "humanist" bird.
Mulan's final choice, which subverts much of what she set out to achieve when embarking on the career of a woman warrior, is doubtless disappointing to those who would like to see her carry to the end the cause of feminism or liberal individualism. But it is perhaps the only choice for Mulan in the specific historical context in which the author sets the story. There is no way Kingston can convincingly idealize Mulan's case to the point of envisioning a life or a career in which her character could enjoy a thorough self-autonomy either as a woman or a societal member; to do so would be as deceptive as the rumor about the group of "witch amazons" in the same Mulan story, whose "reality" the narrator "could not vouch for" (WW 45). The internal logic of the Mulan narrative requires a homecoming. Partly based on her perception of the "reality" of Chinese history, and partly out of her deeply communitarian vision,'7 Kingston has to send Mulan home to complete the last step in rebuilding community: the heroine's commitment to the "whole families" of laobaixing or "the people of one hundred surnames" (WW 32, 42). In the traditional culture of China, "community" is never an abstract concept, but a concrete social framework sustained by specific renlun or "human relations" between father and son, ruler and subject, husband and wife, older brother and younger brother, one friend and another. Such a formulation defines an individual as a relational being and positions her or him in reciprocal obligations to others in the family, the clan, and the society. In all renlun, as I have pointed out in my analysis of the sangang doctrine, the father-son relation is the paradigmatic bond on which the entire social structure is modeled. A communal structure built on these relations is a hierarchical order that often entails the subordination of the values of a lower level to the needs of a higher level, and the sacrifice of individual interests for the sake of a system claiming to serve the collective interests of the people. Mulan's final self-effacement, then, suggests that it is not yet possible for Chinese women to transcend historical realities and obtain complete self-emancipation. Kingston's reconfiguration thus deliberately falls short of providing an alternative model of Chinese female subjectivity, despite its forceful challenge to conventional gender prejudices. Kingston captures the cultural contradictions I have traced above in a reinterpretation of Mulan that ironically reaffirms the Confucian model of the relationship between the individual and the state. In fact, the Mulan in Kingston's portrayal bears more affinity with the "Confucian" Mulans discussed in the first half of this essay than with the iconoclastic Mulan in Xu Wei's play. What aligns Kingston's Mulan with, say, Zhang Shaoxian's Mulan, is her willingness to subordinate her individual pursuit to the grand scheme of revitalizing the Chinese nation, incarnated in the emperor. The sole difference is that Zhang's Mulan subjects herself to a monarch who would maintain that his power derives from the "Heavenly mandate," whereas Kingston's Mulan shows her allegiance to a monarch who would claim that his power is endorsed by the underprivileged masses. Both versions assert that one finds meaning in life by serving a purpose larger than the self, and that identity resides not in individuality, but in a set of social relations that begins in the family and ends in the absolute authority of the state. Kingston's Mulan thus stands for the "past" that her creator wants to leave behind, not a future to "reach for." 18 That is why Kingston has reminded readers that "We can't and shouldn't model ourselves after her" (cited in Kim 93).
Having said this, I do not mean to conclude that Kingston's Mulan is a failed representation of the Chinese female, but rather seek to highlight Kingston's dialectical characterization of her, a characterization which rests on Kingston's awareness of the contradictions inherent in the historical conditions within which into maybe a chaotic scene, chaotic home, or a chaotic country, and brings there order, finds way to bring order, community, peace, and harmony..." (Moyers) . Although Kingston is here talking about a man, her definition fits Mulan's case perfectly.
Mulan exists. Kingston's recreation should be evaluated from two perspectives. First, it is a marvelous addition to the Mulan gallery-unique among modern versions of the narrative because of its coherence, intellectual depth, and moral sincerity. Second, her recreation offers a keen insight into Chinese cultureespecially in regard to women, family, tradition, and nation building. These are issues that have preoccupied the minds of Chinese writers at home and abroad since the beginning of the last century. If Kingston has not given us a compelling solution to these issues, neither has any other writer of her generation.
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